
 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE INTERNATIONAL OBSERVATORY ON PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY 

2021 GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

Assembly held through the Zoom platform as part of the virtual sessions of the 2021 IOPD 

conference.  

December 2, 2021: 15:00 - 17:30 CET 

 

Resolutions adopted: 
 

- The city of Rio de Janeiro will host the 22 IOPD Conference in 2023. 
- Clara Brugada, mayor of Iztapalapa will continue to co-chair the IOPD in 2022 

alongside Éric Piolle, mayor of Grenoble and Jean-Marc Yacé, mayor of Cocody. 
- The city of Sfax, in the person of its deputy mayor Mohamed Wajdi Aydi, joins the 

coordination committee. 
- The technical secretariat will incorporate into the work plan the proposals of 

groups and lines of work proposed with the validation of the coordination 
committee. 

 

Participating delegations 

- Commune de Cocody - co-presidency 

- Alcaldía de Iztapalapa - co-presidency 

- Ville de Grenoble - incoming presidency 

- Ajuntament de Barcelona – General Secretariat 

- Câmara Municipal de Valongo - promoting member 

- Office de Consultation Publique de Montréal - promoting member 

- Ville de Sfax 

- Prefeitura de Rio de Janeiro 

- Municipalidad de Córdoba 

- Gobierno Autónomo de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires 

- Ayuntamiento de Valladolid 

- Grenoble-Alpes Métropole 

- Instituto Distrital de la Participación y Acción Comunal - Bogotá 

- Municipio de Milange 

- Enda ECOPOP – IOPD Africa 

- UCLG World Secretariat 

- Ollin AC 

- Corporación Plurales 

- People Powered 

- Coglobal 

- Federación de entidades vecinalistas del Paraguay (FEDEM) 

- Association Mauritanienne des Communes du Sud (AMCS) 
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- Action Solidaire de la Jeunesse pour le Développement Communautaire, ASOJEDEC 

- IDEPA - Instituto para el desarrollo de la Democracia Participativa 

- Arkemetria social 

- Senda msde (Movimiento Senda, Desarrollo y Educación, España) 

- Asociación de Autoridades Locales de México AC 

- FUNDESCOCHILE 

- COFHUAT/IFHP 

- IOPD Technical Secretariat 

 

 

Jean-Marc Yacé, Mayor of Cocody and President of the IOPD, opened the session by 

greeting all the members of the assembly and emphasizing that this is the first time in 20 

years that the annual assembly has met in a virtual format, due to the restrictions caused by 

the COVID-19 pandemic. He noted that as an organization we have been resilient during the 

pandemic, and that we remain optimistic about the future of participatory democracy in the 

world. He thanked the IOPD for the trust placed in Cocody to organize the 20th conference. 

Although the context has not been easy, the mayor emphasizes that they have been able to 

overcome the challenges and to successfully organize the sessions around the axes: local 

economic development, environment and citizen participation, the right to the city, and 

governance and participatory democracy. Jean-Marc Yace thanked the panelists and 

conference participants and emphasized that the proceedings of the sessions are available 

on the conference website in French, English, Spanish and Portuguese. On behalf of the City 

Council and the population of Cocody and the entire Ivory Coast, he wished the city of 

Grenoble a good presidency and made himself available to the Mayor of Grenoble to provide 

all possible support. 

 

Clara Brugada, Mayor of Iztapalapa and co-president of the IOPD greets the entire IOPD 

membership two years after the last assembly in Iztapalapa. She recognizes and 

congratulates the work done by Cocody and the General Secretariat in the hands of 

Barcelona during the whole period of the pandemic. She congratulates the organization of 

the 20th conference in Cocody and during these days in virtual format. She affirms that 

participatory democracy has been challenged by social isolation, the negative impact on 

local economies, but that new forms of relationship and democracy have emerged. All cities 

have successful experiences; without the active participation of citizens it is impossible to 

get out of this crisis. In Iztapalapa we have listened to citizens, their demands and problems, 

generating a civic culture and habits, combining the virtual and the face-to-face. It is very 

important to compile and systematize this great number of experiences. The IOPD's work 

plan is an invitation to continue strengthening the relationship between governments and 

communities. It congratulates the city of Lima for having obtained the 15th IOPD Award and 

all the sister cities that participated and whose experiences are benchmarks of local 

participatory democracy. It also places itself at the disposal of Grenoble and wishes them all 

the best in the organization of the conference.  

 

Marc Serra, councilor for citizen’s rights and participation of Barcelona and Secretary 

General of the IOPD greets the membership and recalls that shortly after the assembly in 

Iztapalapa the pandemic began with health, economic and social consequences. 
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Participation and democracy have also been affected, but we can congratulate ourselves 

because the IOPD has been a useful space to provide answers to isolation. As we will see in 

the management report, we have been very active during this last year. He appreciates the 

work of Cocody and congratulates the mayor for the success of the conference which 

shows that we must get out of this crisis with more and better democracy. He highlights the 

virtual sessions that have been organized around the climate emergency, feminism and local 

democracy. issues that concern us. The objective for 2022 is to take action as proposed by 

Grenoble. He comments on the agenda of the meeting: management report, work plan with 

the prioritization of the themes and new responsibilities, finally to choose the venue of the 

2023 conference, for which three good candidatures are presented. The secretary general is 

pleased that thanks to the teamwork of the coordination committee the IOPD works better 

and encourages the membership to participate in the governance of the network, as more 

horizontal and more distributed more impact. Good wishes for this assembly and looking 

forward to leaving with a clear roadmap.  

 

José Manuel Ribeiro, mayor of Valongo states that as he said in Iztapalapa, Valongo would 

like to be able to organize the IOPD conference in 2024. 

 

MANAGEMENT REPORT 

 

Adrià Duarte, IOPD coordinator presents the management report of the network in 2021 that 

has been shared previously. Throughout the year, the work started in 2020 to organize 

various virtual activities has been continued. Such as the seminars on participatory 

budgeting and climate change, the contribution session to the GOLD report, the Intermediary 

Cities Forum, among many others. The Secretariat edits the videos and contents of the 

sessions and publishes them on the website. A very active work has been carried out with 

UCLG, which will continue in the coming year. In relation to the 2021 award, the 51 

candidatures that were submitted underwent two phases of evaluation: one open and the 

other by a jury, which met for the first time to deliberate on the candidatures. The results 

were announced at the UCLG World Council, and the award publications are now available. In 

addition to accompanying the organization of the conference in Cocody, three virtual 

sessions have been organized with the participation of IOPD cities and experts on: 

ecological transformation; local democracy; municipalism, social movements and feminist 

approaches.  

 

Regarding the financial report, the coordinator emphasizes that it is a modest budget that 

depends on contributions from a few cities, especially Barcelona, as well as Montréal, 

Grenoble, Valongo and Bordeaux. The main expenses are staff, interpretation, edition of 

publications, website maintenance, consultants' fees and travel. The coordinator encourages 

other cities to contribute to the network in order to improve its capacity for action.  

 

Jean-Marc Yace, mayor of Cocody announces that Cocody will also contribute to the 

financing of the IOPD technical secretariat with a sum to be determined. He apologized for 

having to leave the meeting and handed over his representation to Deputy Mayor Nelly 

Ouassenan. 
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2022 WORK PLAN 

 

Thematic priorities 

The current thematic priorities are: a) citizen participation and ecological transition, b) 

gender perspective and feminist approaches in participatory democracy. The proposal is to 

maintain these two and add a third, other themes would be part of some new working group.  

 

Antonio Hernández, director of Corporación Plurales, congratulates the work done and 

proposes a work theme around the post-pandemic social and economic reactivation 

alternatives that emerge from the community, from civil society organizations and with 

women's leadership. 

 

Diego Fernandez, director of the local democracy mission in Grenoble proposes a cross-

cutting theme of work which is the valorization and capitalization of the experiences that 

have already been carried out. Concretely to follow up on these experiences, 1 or 5 years 

later, what is the continuation and the impact of these experiences. To have a retrospective 

look, to see what they have achieved, to systematize this information and to show it to other 

local governments to encourage them to deploy participation ecosystems. These results 

could be presented at the Grenoble 2022 conference. 

 

Mariano Bareiro of the Federation of Neighborhood Organizations of Paraguay (FEDEM) 

explains that December 5 is celebrated as Volunteer Day and proposes that for the agenda 

of the 2022 conference we talk about volunteering as a specific topic. 

 

Eduardo Merodio, president of IDEPA - Institute for the Development of Participatory 

Democracy, proposes to begin to address the issue of facilitators through a working group 

of people who are dedicated to the facilitation of participatory processes through 

methodologies, experiences, where they can learn and improve. 

 

Bachir Kanouté, coordinator of IOPD Africa, explains that the political bodies of IOPD Africa 

have been set up in each sub-region. He also proposes the creation of a working group to 

develop an index to measure the quality of participatory democracy. It is important for the 

IOPD to have a tool, a method and an approach to help the people and actors involved, such 

as local authorities, to measure the quality and functioning of their local democracy, and 

thus be able to make improvements. As references, he cites examples of indicators on 

human development, corruption, transparency or others. The objective of the IOPD should be 

to preserve and improve the quality of progress in participatory democracy, and this index 

should be a tool for this purpose. 

 

Juan Speroni, General Director of Citizen Participation and Proximity of the Government of 

the City of Buenos Aires, proposes working on actions that can be carried out multilaterally 

but in a coordinated manner and that have a real impact. Faced with global and common 

problems, and with societies that ask us for concrete answers, we have to be able to 

respond to these challenges. 
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Calendar of activities 

Adrià Duarte presents the calendar of the most important activities for 2022: 

- UCLG Retreat: 21/25 February 2022 

- Africities - 17/21 May 2022, Kisumu, Kenya 

- WUF 11 - World Urban Forum 11, 26-30 June 2022, Katowice, Poland 

- UCLG Congress 10/14 October 2022, Daejeon, South Korea 

- COP 27- 7/18 November, Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt 

- IOPD Conference in Grenoble, 7/10 December 2022 

 

2022 Award 

The idea is to continue with the same format of double evaluation by the jury. On the other 

hand, a city or institution is invited to make an economic contribution to sponsor the award 

and to be able to offer a monetary reward to the winner and remunerate the members of the 

jury.   

 

2022 Conference 

Adrià Duarte invites the membership to participate in the elaboration of the program and 

agenda, and also to organize preparatory meetings to feed the event.  

 

The coordinator also reaffirms the commitment to work together with the UCLG secretariat, 

especially in an online course with the learning team. Another commitment made during the 

Cocody conference is to do a work of recovery of the history of the IOPD, as a network from 

its origins, to improve the narrative of our organization. 

 

Sara Hoeflich, director of UCLG's learning area, points out that we need to take advantage of 

all the resources and materials accumulated by the IOPD over the last few years to share 

them with a wider audience. The idea is to create a module to share these contents in a 

pedagogical key to allow more people to think about democracy, and it is the beginning of a 

more ambitious path to think about methodologies for young people and educational 

material to explain what democracy is.  

 

Rocío Lombera, Director of Participation and Planning of Iztapalapa, highlights and 

supports Eduardo Merodio's proposal, which is also linked to the idea of systematizing 

methodologies and the role of facilitation. Also, as has been said, based on the history of 

OIDP, to highlight experiences and systematize based on thematic axes, to create a 

systematization methodology that allows us to homogenize what we can highlight from 

each experience.   

 

The IOPD coordinator announces that he will contact all those who have proposed topics 

and working groups to detail and formalize these ideas. 
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Summary of proposals 

 

- Working group of facilitators of participatory processes  

- Working group or line of work to elaborate a quality index of participatory 

democracy. 

- Working line to valorize and capitalize on the historical experiences of IOPD.  

- Working line to recover the history of OIDP from its origins. 

- Line of work on post-pandemic social and economic reactivation alternatives that 

emerge from the community. 

- Line of work with UCLG's learning area. 

- Iztapalapa proposes to organize a forum on participation in the recovery of public 

space 

 

 

PRESENTATION OF THE 2022 IOPD CONFERENCE 

 

Eric Piolle, Mayor of Grenoble and President of the IOPD 

 

The Mayor of Grenoble, after the protocol greetings, welcomed the opportunity to host the 

IOPD conference and assembly from December 7 to 10, 2022. He pointed out that his city 

and its surroundings have a particular history, from the commitment to hydroelectric power 

at the time of the oil boom to the fraternity of the first solidarity mutual insurance and 

workers' cooperatives. It also highlights the important role of the resistance against the Nazi 

occupation during the Second World War and a pioneering place in the fight for male-female 

equality with the example of the first family planning center in France. The city is currently 

leading the fight for the recognition of the right to vote for migrants. 

 

The city of Grenoble is and has been a pioneer in the ecological transition. In the 1980s, it 

revived the urban tramway, pedestrianized the streets in front of schools, and is on the verge 

of achieving 100% decarbonized and non-nuclear electricity. The City Council also wants to 

tackle hyper-consumerism by removing advertising from public spaces, and by promoting 

organic and local food. In 2022, Grenoble will be the European green capital chosen by the 

European Commission with three pillars: culture, science and citizen participation. Within the 

framework of this capital, the IOPD conference will take place under the theme "Passer à 

l'action, il est temps d'agir" (Take action, it's time to act) and will be organized in partnership 

with participatory networks in France such as Démocratie Ouverte, Décider Ensemble, 

l'Institut de la Participation et la Concertation, Réseau National des Budgets Participatifs, 

Réseau National des maisons de l'Association de France or the Réseau des Villes en 

Transition, among others. Institutional partnerships will also be established, such as with 

Grenoble-Alpes Métropoles and the Agence Grenoble Capitale Verte. The spirit is to bring 

together diverse experiences to create spaces for action in the face of the major challenges 

facing our societies. Awareness has already been raised, but now is the time to take action 

and accelerate transitions.  
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The challenge for local governments is to create environments and ecosystems that 

encourage citizens to assume common responsibilities and problems and to participate 

directly in the political process. Examples include shared habitats, community gardens, 

responsible consumption networks, among others. Faced with the climate emergency and 

the growing distrust in social and political institutions, we must move forward together, 

elected officials and citizens, to open these new spaces and solutions. We should not think 

that we will always go hand in hand, since democracy is continuously plagued by conflicts 

and contradictory interests. We should not deny these conflicts, but rather work on them on 

a democratic basis.  

 

The IOPD Grenoble Conference should advocate the transformation and opening up of cities 

and territories to citizen initiatives, co-creation, to the commons in order to be able to act in 

the face of challenges. This major theme will be structured in three main blocks:  

- The environmental transition in the face of the climate emergency from a democratic 

perspective. All mechanisms and actions of participatory and deliberative democracy 

to achieve the ecological transition. 

- Social justice: guaranteeing security and equality for all in the face of inequalities and 

discrimination. Without social justice, no transformation is possible. 

- How to give meaning to youth action: hope and renewal must be led by youth who 

are active in demands and actions, but we see that they refrain from participating in 

the institutional arena. 

 

These three pillars will be developed in conferences, round tables and workshops in 7 

venues that have already been chosen: theaters, museums, the City Hall and other 

emblematic spaces of the city. The aim is to involve the citizens of Grenobles and 

international participants and to make it a strong moment for the city and the work done in 

recent years, as well as a highlight of the European Green Capital 2022. The mayor ended his 

presentation by inviting everyone to participate in the Grenoble conference and sharing his 

desire to be able to celebrate the event and meet again.  

 

A video of Grenoble European Green Capital 2022 is shared. You can retrieve the video with 

the intervention of Mayor Piolle (in French). 

 

Marc Serra congratulates the mayor of Grenoble for the presentation and shares his 

enthusiasm for the 2022 conference project. 

 

José Manuel Ribeiro also congratulates his counterpart and highlights the interesting 

program presented. He also offers to collaborate in everything necessary.  

 

Mariano Bareiro raises the possibility that the South Americans could go to Grenoble to 

share their experiences and asks for possible help to cover the cost of the tickets. 

 

Eric Piolle thanks the congratulations and the expressions of support, and reiterates his 

invitation to all to participate.  

 

 

https://youtu.be/5GoXZbQtW0w
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CHOICE OF VENUE FOR THE IDPFP CONFERENCE 2023 

 

The Secretary General explains that three proposals have been submitted to host the IOPD 

conference in 2023: Bogota, Cordoba and Rio de Janeiro. The three cities have slots to 

present their candidacies in which they can share presentations and videos. 

 

Juan Domingo Viola, Secretary of Citizen Participation of the Municipality of Cordoba 

presents the candidacy of the city of Cordoba to host the IOPD conference in 2023.  First of 

all, he points out that Cordoba leads the IOPD antenna in Argentina and they want to 

continue with this role. In addition, the city is immersed in a process of reactivation and 

renewal of participatory processes and mechanisms. The thematic proposal for the 

conference is the territorialization of the SDGs and self-management. The conviction is that 

it is not possible to manage and move a city forward with only the state, with the public 

sector, and that the involvement of citizens is necessary. Decentralization, deconcentration 

and self-management are the axes of municipal management and they want them to be the 

axes of the 2023 conference. The Secretary also presented the city of Cordoba in terms of 

tourism and infrastructure to host an international event with guarantees, as well as the 

willingness to have the support of the national and provincial governments and the National 

University of Cordoba.  

 

Daniel Mancebo, General Coordinator of the Planning Office of the Rio de Janeiro City 

Council, presents the candidacy of the city of Rio de Janeiro to host the IOPD conference in 

2023. Rio has 6.7 million inhabitants and nearly 1,000 km2 of surface area, and is a true city 

of cities with great demographic, social and cultural diversity. The instruments of 

participation have been evolving to achieve a more diverse and inclusive city, and to 

incorporate the citizen's vision into the city's strategic plans. As an example of participation 

for social transformation in the city, it presents the Sustainable Development and Climate 

Action Plan, an experience recognized with a special mention in the IOPD 2021 distinction. 

The participation of children and young people is transformative, it is the basis of our 

participation policy and of our candidacy to organize the conference in 2023. The proposed 

theme is "participatory democracy for diverse, inclusive and transparent cities".  
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He also presents the great cultural, natural and infrastructural heritage of the city to be able 

to host an international event. The City of Arts is proposed as a facility where the conference 

can be held, and it is announced that the Rio City Hall will be able to cover airfare and 

accommodation for international speakers, as well as lunches and a gala dinner for all 

participants. 

 

A video of the city of Rio de Janeiro is shared 

 

Alexander Reina, Director of the District Institute of Participation and Community Action of 

Bogota, presents the candidacy of the city of Bogota to host the IOPD conference in 2023. 

Bogota is a city with more than 7 million inhabitants, with a great social fabric, that has been 

building institutions to promote participation for more than 15 years and that constitutes a 

great laboratory of citizen participation experiences. The government of Mayor Claudia 

Lopez has a great political will to deepen participatory democracy and the city has a high 

level infrastructure to serve the participants. As a theme they propose "the analysis of the 

social outburst as a symptom of the crisis of the liberal democratic model and within the 

hegemonic approach to citizen participation". Methodologically, they propose to rely on 

Martha Nussbaum's analytical approach to emotions with three questions: what are or were 

the main frustrations after the social outbursts in the world? What lessons can be learned 

from the processes of social mobilization to deepen participatory democracy in the world? 

What achievements did social mobilization in the world have, in terms of transformation, 

that serve as an example to promote a more intense democracy?  
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To address these issues, it is proposed to organize academic conferences, exchange of 

experiences through workshops and artistic and cultural activities. The proposed dates are 

June or November 2023, since local and territorial elections will be held in October. It also 

presents budget projections to cover the organization of the event.  

 

A video of the city of Bogota is shared 

 

Marc Serra points out that we have three very good nominations and asks the technical 

secretariat to explain the voting system, which will be extended by 24 hours to allow all 

registered members to exercise their right to vote. 

 

Adrià Duarte also congratulates the three cities and explains the electronic voting system 

that guarantees that only one vote is cast per registered member (local or regional 

government). Voting is done through the Participate.oidp.net platform that uses decidim 

software. Each census member must indicate a single email address where they will receive 

the link to vote. As some people have not received this email, we have proceeded to update 

these emails and therefore give a margin of 24 hours to ensure that everyone can exercise 

their right to vote.  

 

Diego Fernández thanked the three cities that have applied and although we can only 

choose one, the desire is to be able to work with the three cities throughout the year. He 

invites the three cities to participate in the 2022 and 2023 conferences. 

 

IOPD GOVERNANCE 

 

The co-presidency as foreseen in the regulations must be formed by the mayor of the city 

organizing the conference in the current year and in the preceding year, therefore in 2022 the 

co-presidency will be formed by Eric Piolle, mayor of Grenoble and Jean-Marc Yace mayor of 

Cocody, the general secretariat remains in the hands of Barcelona, and the promoting 
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members are Montréal and Valongo. All of them form the Coordination Committee. The floor 

was opened for interventions on the composition of the coordination committee. 

 

Rocio Lombera from Iztapalapa offers to continue the work of supporting the IOPD by 

maintaining the co-presidency, and thus having a woman as co-president and maintaining 

the representation of Latin America. 

 

Diego Fernandez points out that from Grenoble they have already spoken with Iztapalapa 

and it seems pertinent to them to maintain this co-presidency in the figure of Mayor Clara 

Brugada, with whom they share a political agenda in feminism, gender perspective and 

participatory democracy. 

 

Marc Serra on behalf of the city of Barcelona also defends this proposal to maintain Clara 

Brugada in the co-presidency to guarantee as far as possible gender equity and recognizing 

all the contributions of Iztapalapa to the IOPD in recent years.  

 

Mariano Bareiro also supports the motion. 

 

The Secretary General asks if anyone objects to this proposal. Since there were no 

objections, it was approved that Iztapalapa maintain the co-presidency in 2022.  

 

Rocío Lombera thanks the endorsements and reiterates the support for the next conference 

and the work of the IOPD. 

Marc Serra asks if any other city wants to step forward to contribute something to the IOPD 

such as being part of the coordination committee. 

 

Mohamed Wajdi Aydi, deputy mayor of Sfax, proposes his city to integrate the coordination 

committee. Sfax as the second most populous city in Tunisia is immersed in the birth of 

local democracy in his country since the first local elections in 2018. It has also 

implemented various participatory experiences such as the participatory budget or the 

participatory investment program. He also notes that his city is twinned with the city of 

Grenoble, and actively participates in UCLG. 

 

Bachir Kanouté shows his support for Sfax's candidacy. 

 

Rocío Lombera announces that Iztapalapa wants to organize a forum on participation in the 

recovery of public space, and is open to incorporating this event into the IOPD work plan. 

 

Gisela Barbosa from the municipality of Valongo reiterated the commitment of her mayor 

and city council to the IOPD work plan. 

 

OPEN ROUND OF INTERVENTIONS 

 

Elizabeth Santos, from the Alianza Venezolana para el Derecho a la Vivienda explains that 

the new local authorities that emerged from the last elections may be interested in 

participating in IOPD. 
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A representative of the municipality of Milange recalls that in the context of the pandemic, 

local authorities must seek solutions for sustainable development, then congratulates the 

municipality of Cocody for the organization of the 2021 conference and the city of Grenoble 

which will organize the conference in 2022. If the pandemic allows it, they wish to be able to 

participate in the 2022 event. Recalls and reaffirms the demand that the Portuguese 

language be a working language of OIDP, and that we have simultaneous interpretation at 

the next conference. 

 

Adrià Duarte said that we take note of the request to include the Portuguese language. 

 

Ibrahima Niang, from the Association Mauritanienne des Communes du Sud (AMCS) insists 

on Bachir Kanouté's proposal to be able to evaluate every year the state and evolution of 

participatory governance. The AMCS wants to collaborate more with OIDP and to be a 

reference at the Mauritanian level to involve the state and the country's municipalities. 

 

Espérance Kaj, from Action Solidaire de la Jeunesse pour le Développement 

Communautaire, ASOJEDEC, regrets that the local authorities of her country (RD Congo) are 

not participating in the IOPD Assembly. 

 

Adrià Duarte recalls the voting instructions and reiterates the commitment to make the 2022 

conference a success. 

 

Marc Serra thanks everyone for their commitment and participation. He affirms that we 

leave with a reinforced work plan and with a very exciting conference.   

 

The IOPD General Assembly ends at 17:30 CET, waiting to close the vote on the election of 

the venue for the 2023 conference. 

 

 

 

RESULTS OF THE VOTE TO ELECT THE HOST CITY FOR THE IOPD 2023 CONFERENCE 

 

At 16:00 CET on Friday, December 3, 2021, voting closed. The results were as follows: 

 

Rio de Janeiro: 8 votes 

 

Bogotá: 5 votes 

 

Cordoba: 4 votes 

 

The city of Rio de Janeiro is elected to host the XXII IOPD Conference in 2023. 
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COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS IN THE ZOOM CHAT 

(we share only the messages where there are proposals or comments on the proposals) 

 

IBRAHIMA NIANG: L’outil proposé par Béchir est pertinent dans l’application de cet outil, 

je propose que dans chaque pays qu’un suivi puisse être opéré. Je propose aussi que des 

points focaux puissent être désignés dans chaque pays afin de porter haut la voix de l’OIDP 

et s’approcher aux instances politiques notamment l’Etat et les collectivités territoriales 

Le point focal pour repérer dans chaque pays les OSC qui opèrent dans la gouvernance , 

démocratie participative et participation citoyenne 

L’outil que propose Bechir « l’indice de performance ou qualité » rime avec le souci de 

connaître les véritables acteurs de la démocratie participative dans chaque pays .  

Avons-nous les chiffres ? L’état des lieux ? 

 

Rubén Solano - CHILE: Quiero unirme a la propuesta de Bachir.  Creo que 

efectivamente, es muy importante tener un índice de Gobernabilidad Participativa. 

 

Sara Hoeflich: indeed, the suggestion of Bechir is excellent and globally relevant 

 

Eduardo Merodio | IDEPA.ORG: La sugerencia de Bechir es muy interesante y también 

apoyamos. The suggestion of Bechir is very interesting and we support it. 
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Alexander Reina Dir. IDPAC: Me parece muy interesante la propuesta de Bechir, desde 

Bogotá  por parte del IDPAC estamos interesados. 

 

COFHUAT/IFHP Anne Marie Chavanon: cette gouvernance est d'autant plus complexe 

et fragile en période de crise ou la parole  peut être très facilement  contrôlée et la 

concertation seulement de facade 

 

Eduardo Merodio | IDEPA.ORG: Las personas interesadas en conversar sobre la 

propuesta de constituir un Grupo de Trabajo o Red de Facilitadores y Facilitadoras, nuestro 

email es edumerodio@idepa.org 

Those interested in joining the proposal of creating a Work Group or Facilitators Network, 

please contact me sending a mail to: edumerodio@idepa.org 

 

Rocío Lombera: También muy de acuerdo con la propuesta de Bachir de generar un 

Índice de calidad de la democracia 

 

COFHUAT/IFHP Anne Marie Chavanon: Merci M. Piolle de cette belle déclaration 

empreinte de valeurs humanistes. La COFHUAT aimerait s'associer à vos travaux de même 

que le comité Crise environnementale et sanitaire qui rassemble des ONG au Conseil de 

l'Europe et qui travaille sur les chantiers que vous avez annoncés 

 

Rocío Lombera: Nuestra alcaldesa de Iztapalapa propone que podamos realizar un 

Foro con relación a la participación ciudadana en el rescate del espacio publico para la 

cultura, el deporte, la recreación y la inclusión social. Y ofrece Iztapalapa como sede, 

 

Bachir Kanoute: Merci pour votre accueil positif de l'idée d'un groupe de travail sur 

indice de qualité de la démocratie participative. Ceux qui sont intéressés par ce groupe de 

travail peuvent envoyer mail à bachirkanoute@oidp-afrique.org. 

Thank you for your positive reception of the idea of a participatory democracy quality index 

working group. Those who are interested in this working group can send mail to 

bachirkanoute@oidp-afrique.org. 

Obrigado pela recepção positiva da ideia de um grupo de trabalho do índice de qualidade da 

democracia participativa. Os interessados neste grupo de trabalho podem enviar e-mail para 

bachirkanoute@oidp-afrique.org. 

Bachir Kanoute: Gracias por su acogida positiva de la idea de un grupo de trabajo del 

índice de calidad de la democracia participativa. Quienes estén interesados en este grupo de 

trabajo pueden enviar un correo a bachirkanoute@oidp-afrique.org. 

 

ABOUQUIN: la Mairie de Bourges est partante pour apporter sa contribution à la 

conférence 2022 

 

IBRAHIMA NIANG: Pour la coordination l’AMCS composée de 10 collectivités territoriales 

souhaiterait faire partie 

 

Gisela barbosa - Valongo, Portugal: We also aplaude the question of including the 

Portuguese language! 


